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Abstract. In Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) environments, service clients
interact with service providers for consuming services. From the viewpoint of
service clients, the trust level of a service or a service provider is a critical is-
sue to consider in service selection and discovery, particularly when a client is
looking for a service from a large set of services or service providers. However,
a service may invoke other services offered by different providers forming com-
posite services. The complex invocations in composite services greatly increase
the complexity of trust-oriented service selection and discovery. In this paper,
we propose novel approaches for composite service representation, trust evalua-
tion and trust-oriented service selection and discovery. Our experiments illustrate
that compared with the existing approaches our proposed trust-oriented service
selection and discovery algorithm is realistic and more efficient.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has emerged as an increasingly
important research area attracting much attention from both the research and industry
communities. In SOC applications, a variety of services across domains are provided to
clients in a loosely-coupled environment. Clients can look for preferred and qualified
services via a discovery service of registries, invoke and receive services from the rich
service environments [18].

In SOC, a service can refer to a transaction, such as selling a product online (i.e.
the traditional online service), or a functional component implemented by Web service
technologies [18]. However, when a client looks for a service from a large set of services
offered by different providers, in addition to functionality, the reputation-based trust is
also a key factor for service selection. It is also a critical task for service registries to
be responsible for maintaining the list of reputable and trustworthy services and service
providers, and bringing them to clients [19].

Trust is the measure by one party on the willingness and ability of another party to
act in the interest of the former party in a situation [11]. Trust is also the subjective
probability by which, party A expects that another party B performs a given action if
the trust value is in the range of [0,1] [8].

Different from P2P information-sharing networks or eBay reputation management
system, where a binary rating system is used [25], in SOC environments, a trust rating
is usually a value in the range of [0,1] [19,20,21] given by a service client, representing
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the subjective belief of the service client on the satisfaction of a service or a service
provider. The trust value of a service or a service provider can be calculated by a trust
management authority based on the collected trust ratings representing the reputation
of the service or the service provider.

However, trust management is a very complex issue in SOC environments. To sat-
isfy the specified functionality requirement, a service may have to invoke other ser-
vices forming composite Web services with complex invocations and trust dependencies
among services and service providers [16]. Meanwhile, given a set of various services,
different compositions may lead to different service structures. Although these certainly
enrich the service provision, they greatly increase the computation complexity and thus
make trustworthy service selection and discovery a very challenging task.

In the literature, there are some existing studies for service composition and quality
driven service selection [3,16,24,28,30]. However, for trust-oriented composite service
selection and discovery, some research problems remain open.

1. The definition of a proper graph representation of composite services including
both probabilistic invocations and parallel invocations is still lacking. The corre-
sponding data structure is also essential. Both of them are fundamental and impor-
tant for deploying the global trust evaluation of composite services.

2. From the definitions in [8,11], trust can be taken as the subjective probability, i.e.
the degree of belief an individual has in the truth of a proposition [4,5], rather than
the objective probability or classical probability, which is the occurrence frequency
of an event [5]. A subjective probability is derived from an individual’s personal
judgment about a specific outcome (e.g. the evaluation of teaching quality or service
quality). It differs from person to person. Hence, the classical probability theory
does not fit for trust evaluation. Instead, subjective probability theory deals with
subjective probability [4,5] and should be adopted for trust evaluation.

3. Although there are a variety of trust evaluation methods in different areas [19,21,25],
no proper mechanism exists for evaluating the global trust of a composite service
with a complex structure from the trust values of all service components.

4. Taking trust evaluation and the complex structure of composite services into ac-
count, effective algorithms are needed for composite service selection and discov-
ery, and are expected to be more efficient than the existing approaches [16,28].

In this paper, we first present the service invocation graph and service invocation matrix
for composite service representation. In addition, we propose a trust evaluation method
for composite services based on Bayesian inference, which is an important component
in subjective probability theory. Furthermore, we propose a service selection and dis-
covery algorithm based on Monte Carlo method. Experiments have been conducted on
composite services with various sizes to compare the proposed model with the exist-
ing exhaustive search method [16]. The results illustrate that our proposed algorithm is
realistic and more efficient.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing studies in service com-
position, service selection and trust. Section 3 presents our proposed composite services
oriented service invocation graph and service invocation matrix. Section 4 presents
a novel trust evaluation method for composite services. In Section 5, a Monte Carlo
method based algorithm is proposed for trust-oriented composite service selection and
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discovery. Experiments are presented in Section 6 for further illustrating the properties
of our models. Finally Section 7 concludes our work.

2 Related Work

In SOC environments, the composition of services offered by different providers
enriches service provision and offers flexibility to service applications. In [14,15], Med-
jahed et al present some frameworks and algorithms for automatically generating com-
posite services from specifications and rules.

In real applications, the criteria of searching services should take into account not
only functionalities but also other properties, such as QoS (quality of service) and trust.
In the literature, a number of QoS-aware Web service selection mechanisms have been
developed, aiming at QoS improvement in composite services [3,24,30]. In [30], Zeng
et al present a general and extensible model to evaluate the QoS of composite services.
Based on their model, a service selection approach has been introduced using linear pro-
gramming techniques to compute optimal execution plans for composite services. The
work in [3] addresses the selection and composition of Web services based on functional
requirements, transactional properties and QoS characteristics. In this model, services
are selected in a way that satisfies user preferences, expressed as weights over QoS and
transactional requirements. In [24], Xiao et al present an autonomic service provision
framework for establishing QoS-assured end-to-end communication paths across do-
mains. Their algorithms can provide QoS guarantees over domains. The above works
have their merits in different aspects. However, none of them has taken parallel in-
vocation into account, which is fundamental and one of the most common existing
invocations in composite services [16,28].

Menascé [16] adopts an exhaustive search method to measure service execution time
and cost involving probabilistic, parallel, sequential and fastest-predecessor-triggered
invocations. However, the algorithm complexity is exponential. Yu et al [28] study the
service selection problem with multiple QoS constraints in composite services, and
propose two optimal heuristic algorithms: the combinatorial algorithm and the graph-
based algorithm. The former one models the service selection as a multidimension mul-
tichoice 0-1 knapsack problem. The latter one can be taken as a multiconstraint optimal
path problem. Nevertheless, none of these works addresses any aspect of trust.

The trust issue has been widely studied in many applications. In e-commence envi-
ronments, the trust management system can provide valuable information to buyers and
prevent some typical attacks [20,29]. In Peer-to-Peer information-sharing networks, bi-
nary ratings work pretty well as a file is either the definitively correct version or not
[27]. In SOC environments, an effective trust management system is critical to identify
potential risks, provide objective trust results to clients and prevent malicious service
providers from easily deceiving clients and leading to their huge monetary loss [19].

In general, the trust from a service client on a service or a service provider can
be taken as an extent with which the service client believes that the service provider
can satisfy the client’s requirement with desirable performance and quality. Thus, as
we point out in Section 1, trust is a subjective belief and it is better to adopt subjective
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probability theory [5] to deal with trust. In contrast, classical probability theory is ac-
tually more suitable to deal with objective occurrence frequency of an event.

There are some works to deal with subjective ratings [7,22]. Jøsang [7] describes a
framework for combining and assessing subjective ratings from different sources based
on Dempster-Shafer belief theory. Wang and Singh [22] set up a bijection from sub-
jective ratings to trust values with a mathematical understanding of trust in a variety of
multiagent systems. However, their models use either a binary rating (positive or neg-
ative) system or a triple rating (positive, negative or uncertain) systems that are more
suitable for security-oriented or P2P file-sharing trust management systems.

As pointed in [27], in richer service environments such as SOC or e-commerce, a rat-
ing in [0, 1] is more suitable. In [26], Xu et al propose a reputation-enhanced QoS-based
Web service discovery algorithm for service matching, ranking and selection based on
existing Web service technologies. Malik et al [13] propose a set of decentralized tech-
niques aiming at evaluating reputation-based trust with the ratings from peers to facil-
itate trust-based selection and composition of Web services. However, in these works,
no service invocation and composite service structure are taken into account. Taking the
complex structure of composite services into account, effective algorithms are needed
for trust-oriented composite service selection and discovery.

3 Service Invocation Model

In this section, we present the definitions of our proposed service invocation graph and
service invocation matrix for representing the complex structures of composite services.
They are essential for our trust-oriented composite service selection and discovery al-
gorithm to be introduced in Section 5.

3.1 Composite Services and Invocation Relation

A composite service is a conglomeration of services with invocation relations between
them. Six atomic invocations [16,28] are depicted as follows and in Fig. 1.

• Sequential Invocation: A service S invokes its unique succeeding service A. It is
denoted as Se(S : A) (see Fig. 1(a)).

• Parallel Invocation: A service S invokes its succeeding services in parallel. E.g., if
S has successors A and B, it is denoted as Pa(S : A, B) (see Fig. 1(b)).

• Probabilistic Invocation: A service S invokes its succeeding service with a proba-
bility. E.g., if S invokes successors A with the probability p and B with the proba-
bility 1 − p, it is denoted as Pr(S : A|p, B|1 − p) (see Fig. 1(c)).

• Circular Invocation: A service S invokes itself for n times. It is denoted as Ci(S|n)
(see Fig. 1(d)). A circular invocation can be unfolded by cloning itself n times [28].
Hence, it can be replaced by Se in advance.

• Synchronous Activation: A service S is activated only when all its preceding ser-
vices have been completed. E.g., if S has synchronous predecessors A and B, it is
denoted as Sy(A, B : S) (see Fig. 1(e)).

• Asynchronous Activation: A service S is activated as the result of the completion of
one of its preceding services. E.g., if S has asynchronous predecessors A and B, it
is denoted as As(A, B : S) (see Fig. 1(f)).
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Fig. 2. Complex invocations examples

With atomic invocations, some complex invocations can be depicted as Fig. 2, which
are not clearly introduced in the existing works.

• Probabilistic inlaid parallel invocation, denoted as Pa(S : Pr(S : A|p, B|1− p), C).
• Parallel inlaid probabilistic invocation, denoted as Pr(S : Pa(S : A, B)|p, C|1− p).
• Asynchronous inlaid synchronous activation, denoted as Sy(A, As(B, C : S) : S).
• Synchronous inlaid asynchronous activation, denoted as As(A, Sy(B, C : S) : S).

3.2 An Example: Travel Plan

Here we introduce an example of composite services.
Smith in Sydney, Australia is making a travel plan to attend an international con-

ference in Stockholm, Sweden. His plan includes conference registration, airline from
Sydney to Stockholm, accommodation and local transportation.

Regarding conference registration Reg, Smith could pay Online or by Fax with a
credit card Ccard. Regarding accommodation reservation Acc, Smith could make a
reservation at Hotel Ha, Hb or Hc with credit card Ccard. According to the hotel choice,
Smith could arrange the local transportation, e.g. take a Taxi to Ha, take a Taxi or a Bus
to either Hb or Hc. Regarding airplane booking Air, Smith could choose from Airlines
Aa, Ab and Ac with the credit card Ccard for the payment. Smith chooses the services
according to their trust values. He will have a higher probability to choose the service
with a better trust value.

In this example, with a starting service START and an ending service END, the com-
posite services consisting of all possibilities of the travel plan can be depicted by a
service invocation graph (SIG) (Fig. 3). One of all feasible travel plans is a service
execution flow as depicted in Fig. 4.

3.3 Service Invocation Graph

The structure of a composite service can be represented by a service invocation graph
(SIG), with the initial definition as follows.
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Fig. 4. A service execution flow

Definition 1. The service invocation graph (SIG) is a directed graph G = (V, E, R),
where V is a finite set of vertices, E is a finite set of directed edges and R is the set
of atomic invocations Se, Pa, Pr, Ci, Sy and As. In G, each vertex v ∈ V represents a
service. ∀e = (v1, v2) ∈ E (v1, v2 ∈ V ) is a directed edge, where v1 is the invoking
vertex and v2 is the invoked vertex. Here v1 is the direct predecessor of v2 and v2 is the
direct successor of v1. It is denoted as v1 � v2.

Definition 2. Given a service invocation graph G = (V, E, R), vertex v2 ∈ V is
invocational from vertex v1 ∈ V if (v1, v2) ∈ E or there is a directed path P in G
where v1 is the staring vertex and v2 is the ending vertex. If v2 is invocational from v1,
it is denoted as v1 � v2.

In addition, if v1 � v2, v1 is the predecessor of v2 and v2 is the successor of v1.
Obviously, the invocational relation is transitive, i.e. if v1 � v2, v2 � v3, then v1 � v3.

Definition 3. In a service invocation graph, the service invocation root is the entry
vertex without any predecessors, and the service invocation terminal is the exit vertex
without any successors.

Based on the above definitions, SIG is well-defined as follows.
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Definition 4. A composite service can be represented by a service invocation graph

SIG = (V, Ip, Rp, Is, Rs), (1)

where

– In an SIG, there are only one service invocation root START and only one service
invocation terminal END;

– V = {vi|vi is a vertex, vi =START or START � vi};
– Ip = {Ipi} and Ipi is a set of direct predecessors invoking vi, i.e. Ipi = {pij|pij , vi ∈

V and pij � vi};
– Rp represents a set of activation relations between Ip and V , which includes atomic

activations Sy and As;
– Is = {Isi} and Isi is a set of direct successors invoked by vi, i.e. Isi = {sij |vi, sij ∈

V and vi � sij};
– Rs represents a set of invocation relations between V and Is, which includes atomic

invocations Se, Pa, Pr and Ci.

Let ∅ denote the empty invocation relation set. In an SIG, if Ipi = ∅, then vi = START.
Similarly, if Isi = ∅, then vi = END.

Definition 5. A service execution flow (SEF) of an SIG G is a graph G′ = (V ′, E′, R′),
where R′ contains Se, Pa, Sy and Ci, V ′ ⊆ V and E′ ⊆ E. In addition, ∀v′ ∈ V ′, v′ is
invocational from service invocation root START of G, and service invocation terminal
END of G is invocational from v′.

3.4 Service Invocation Matrix

In Section 3.3, SIG provides a clear picture of service invocation relations in composite
services. However, an underneath data structure is essential to represent and store ver-
tices and invocation relations. Here we propose service invocation matrix - an algebraic
representation of composite services.

Definition 6. A composite service can be represented by a service invocation matrix

SIM = (Mij)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤n, (2)

where

– n is the number of vertices in the composite services;
– Mij = 0 iff there is no invocation from vertex i to vertex j;

– Mij =< M
(1)
ij , M

(2)
ij , . . . , M

(k)
ij > (i �= j) represents the invocations from vertex i

to vertex j, and k is the number of all invocations from i to j;
– M

(h)
ij (1 ≤ h ≤ k) is an integer which represents an invocation type from vertex i

to vertex j;
– If it is a parallel invocation, M (h)

ij = 2m1 (m1 = 1, 2 . . .), where m1 increases
from 1 continuously and different m1 values indicate different parallel invoca-
tions Pas;
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– If it is a probabilistic invocation, M
(h)
ij = 2m2 − 1 (m2 = 1, 2 . . .), where

m2 increases from 1 continuously and different m2 values indicate different
probabilistic invocations Prs;

– Mii is an integer to represent the number of circular times of Ci in vertex i.

According to Definition 6, we have the following property.

Property 1. < M
(1)
ij , M

(2)
ij >=< M

(2)
ij , M

(1)
ij >

Taking Travel Plan (Fig. 3) in Section 3.2 as an example, non-zero entities of the SIM
are listed in Table 1. Our proposed SIM can cover all atomic invocation structures and
the complex invocation structures derived from them.

Table 1. Non-zeros of SIM in Travel Plan

i j Mij i j Mij i j Mij i j Mij

START Reg < 2 > Air Ab < 1 > Hc Ccard < 2 > Fax Ccard < 1 >

START Acc < 2 > Air Ac < 1 > Hc Taxi < 2, 1 > Ha Ccard < 1 >

START Air < 2 > Reg Online < 1 > Hc Bus < 2, 1 > Ha Taxi < 1 >

Acc Ha < 1 > Reg Fax < 1 > Aa Ccard < 1 > Ccard END < 1 >

Acc Hb < 1 > Hb Ccard < 2 > Ab Ccard < 1 > Taxi END < 1 >

Acc Hc < 1 > Hb Taxi < 2, 1 > Ac Ccard < 1 > Bus END < 1 >

Air Aa < 1 > Hb Bus < 2, 1 > Online Ccard < 1 >

4 Trust Evaluation in Composite Services

In this section, we introduce our trust evaluation models for composite services. In
Section 4.1, a trust estimation model is proposed to estimate the trust value of each
service component from a series of ratings according to Bayesian inference[4,5], which
is an important component in subjective probability theory. These ratings are provided
by service clients and stored by the service trust management authority. In Section 4.2,
a global trust computation model is proposed to compute the global trust value of a
composite service based on the trust values of all service components.

4.1 Trust Estimation Model

Since subjective probability is a person’s degree of belief concerning a certain event
[4,5], the trust rating in [0, 1] of a service given by a service client can be taken as
the subjective possibility with which the service provider can perform the service sat-
isfactorily. Hence, subjective probability theory is the right tool for dealing with trust
ratings. In this paper, we adopt Bayesian inference, which is an important component
in subjective probability theory, to estimate the trust value of a provided service from a
set of ratings. Each rating is a value in [0, 1] evaluated from the subjective judgements
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of a service client on multiple attributes of the provided service, such as availability,
security, execution time and cost [8,23].

The primary goal of Bayesian inference [4,5] is to summarize the available informa-
tion that defines the distribution of trust ratings through the specification of probability
density functions, such as: prior distribution and posterior distribution. The prior dis-
tribution summarizes the subjective information about the trust prior to obtaining the
ratings sample x1, x2, . . . , xn. Once the sample is obtained, the prior distribution can
be updated. The updated probability distribution on trust ratings is called the posterior
distribution, because it reflects probability beliefs posterior to analyzing ratings.

According to [6], if all service clients give ratings for the same service, the pro-
vided ratings conform to normal distribution. The complete set of ratings can be col-
lected based on honest-feedback-incentive mechanisms [9,10]. Let μ and σ denote the
mean and the variance of ratings in the normal distribution. Thus, a sample of ratings
x1, x2, . . . , xn (xi ∈ [0, 1]) has the normal density with mean μ and variance σ. In
statistics, when a ratings sample with size n is drawn from a normal distribution with
mean μ and variance σ, the mean of the ratings sample also conforms to a normal dis-
tribution which has mean μ and variance σ/

√
n [4]. Let δ ∈ [0, 1] denote the prior

subjective belief about the trust of a service that a client is requesting for. We can as-
sume that the prior normal distribution of μ has mean δ and variance σ/

√
n, i.e.

f(μ) =

{ √
n

σ
√

2π
e

n(μ−δ)2

−2σ2 , 0 < μ < 1;
0, otherwise.

(3)

Given μ, the joint conditional density of the ratings sample is

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn|μ) =
1

σn(2π)
n
2

e
Σ(xi−μ)2

−2σ2 =
1

σn(2π)
n
2

e
Σx2

i −2μΣxi+nμ2

−2σ2 . (4)

Hence, the joint density of the ratings sample and μ is

f(x1, . . . , xn; μ) =
√

n

σn+1(2π)
n+1

2

e
Σx2

i −2μnx̄+nμ2+n(μ−δ)2

−2σ2 . (5)

Based on Eq. (5), the marginal density of the ratings sample is

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
√

n

σn+1(2π)
n+1

2

e
Σx2

i +nδ2

−2σ2

∫ ∞

−∞
e

nμ2−(nx̄+nδ)μ
−σ2 dμ

=
√

n

σn+1(2π)
n+1

2

e
Σx2

i +nδ2− n(x̄+δ)2
2

−2σ2

∫ ∞

−∞
e

n(μ− x̄+δ
2 )2

−σ2 dμ

=
1√

2σn(2π)
n
2

e
Σx2

i +nδ2− n(x̄+δ)2
2

−2σ2 , (6)

since a normal density has to integrate to 1.
Thus, the posterior density for μ is

f(μ|x1, x2, . . . , xn)=
f(x1, x2, . . . , xn; μ)
f(x1, x2, . . . , xn)

=
√

n

σ
√

π
e

n(μ− x̄+δ
2 )2

−σ2 . (7)
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Therefore, the posterior distribution of μ is normal with mean x̄+δ
2 and variance σ/

√
2n.

If the loss function is squared error [4,5], the mean of the posterior normal distribution
can be used as the estimation of trust value from ratings. Hence,

Theorem 1. The Bayesian estimation of the trust value of a service with n ratings
x1, x2, . . . , xn (xi ∈ [0, 1]) is

T (x1, x2, . . . , xn, δ) =
x̄ + δ

2
=

Σn
i=1xi + nδ

2n
, (8)

where δ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the requesting client’s prior subjective belief about the trust.

If the requesting client has no prior subjective information about the trust of the re-
quested service, by default, let δ = 1

2 since 1
2 is the middle point of [0, 1] representing

the neutral belief between distrust and trust. After the Bayesian inference, the Bayesian
estimation of the trust can be taken as the requesting client’s prior subjective belief
about the trust for the Bayesian inference next time.

Now we can estimate the trust of a requested service by combining the requesting
client’s prior subjective belief about the trust and ratings. Since trust is subjective, it is
more reasonable to include the requesting client’s prior subjective belief about the trust.

4.2 Global Trust Computation in Composite Services

Our goal is to select the optimal one from multiple SEFs (service execution flows) in
an SIG aiming at maximizing the global trust value of SEF, which is determined by the
trust values of vertices and invocation relations between vertices in the SEF.

According to Definition 5, in SEF we only need consider Se (Fig. 1 (a)), Pa (Fig. 1
(b)) and Sy (Fig. 1 (e)) . From Se and Pa, Sy in SEF can be determined. Due to space
constraint, the details are omitted. Hence, there are two kinds of atomic structures to
determine the trust value of an SEF: Se and Pa. Se in the SEF can be selected from the
service invocation relation Se (Fig. 1(a)) or Pr (Fig. 1(c)) in the SIG. Pa in the SEF can
be selected from the service invocation relation Pa (Fig. 1 (b)) in the SIG.

Definition 7. The global trust value Tg of an Se structure where service S uniquely
invokes service A (see Fig. 1 (a)) can be computed by

Tg = TS · TA, (9)

where TS and TA are the trust values of S and A respectively, which are evaluated from
Theorem 1. Since S and A are independent, the probability that S and A both occur is
equal to the product of the probability that S occurs and the probability that A occurs.

Definition 8. The global trust value Tg of a Pa structure where service S invokes ser-
vices A and B in parallel (see Fig. 1 (b)) can be computed from TS and the combined
trust value TAB by Definition 7, and

TAB =
ω1

ω1 + ω2
· TA +

ω2

ω1 + ω2
· TB, (10)

where TS, TA and TB are the trust values of S, A and B respectively, which are evalu-
ated from Theorem 1. ω1 and ω2 are weights for A and B respectively which are spec-
ified in a requesting client’s preference or specified as the default value by the service
trust management authority according to QoS.
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According to Definitions 7 & 8, each atomic structure Se or Pa can be converted to
a single vertex. Hence, in the process of trust computation, an SEF consisting of Se
and Pa structures can be incrementally converted to a single vertex with its trust value
computed as the global trust. Due to space constraint, we briefly introduce the following
global trust computation algorithm. For details, please refer to [12].

Global Trust Computation Algorithm. In order to obtain the global trust value of an
SEF, firstly the trust value of each atomic Se structure in the SEF should be computed
by Definition 7. Each computed atomic Se structure is then taken as a vertex in the
SEF. After that, the trust value of each atomic Pa structure is computed by Definition
8. Similarly, each computed atomic Pa structure is then taken as a vertex in the SEF.
Thus, the computation can repeat until the final SEF is simplified as a vertex, and the
global trust value is obtained.

5 Composite Service Selection and Discovery

Here we assume that a service trust management authority stores a large volume of ser-
vices with their ratings. In response to a client’s request, the service trust management
authority first generates an SIG containing all relevant services and invocation relations.
Then, the trust-oriented service selection and discovery algorithm is applied to find the
optimal SEF with the maximized global trust value.

5.1 Longest SEF Algorithm

If there are only Pr (probabilistic invocation) structures in an SIG (i.e. there are only
Se (sequential invocation) structures in the SEF), the SEF is a path in the SIG. In this
case, the longest SEF algorithm is applied for searching the optimal SEF. By extending
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [1], the longest SEF algorithm is to find an execution
flow (path) from START to END so that the multiplication of trust values of all vertices
in the path is the maximal according to Definition 7. Formally, given a weighted graph
consisting of set V of vertices and set E of edges, find a flow (path) P from the service
invocation root START ∈ V to the service invocation terminal END ∈ V so that∏

vj∈P,vj∈V

(T (x1(vj), x2(vj), . . . , xn(vj), δj)) (11)

is the maximal among all flows (paths) from START to END, where xi(vj) denotes a
rating for vertex vj and δj denotes the requesting client’s prior subjective belief about
the trust of vertex vj . Due to space constraint, we ignore the details of this algorithm.

5.2 Monte Carlo Method Based Algorithm (MCBA)

If there are only Pa structures in an SIG, the unique SEF is the same as the SIG.
If an SIG consists of both Prs and Pas, finding the optimal SEF is an NP-complete

problem [28], and we propose a Monte Carlo method based algorithm (MCBA) to find
the optimal SEF.
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Algorithm 1. MCBA for Composite Service Selection and Discovery

Input: Simulation times l; SIM, and service ratings Reputation.
Output: The optimal SEF with maximum global trust value Trustglobal.
1: Let Trust be the trust value for each service evaluated from Reputation by Theorem 1;
2: for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ l do
3: Initialize active = [root], SEF= [root];
4: while active �= ∅ do
5: Select a vertex vertex from active, and remove vertex from active;
6: Let vectors Pr and Pa be the Pr and Pa structures from vertex;
7: if vector Pa �= ∅ then
8: if vertex is in SEF then
9: for all Pa(j) in Pa do

10: if Pa(j) is not in SEF then
11: Add Pa(j) into SEF
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: for all Pa(j′) in Pa(j) do
16: if Pa(j′) is not terminal and Pa(j′) is not in active then
17: Add Pa(j′) into active
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: if vector Pr �= ∅ then
22: if vertex is in SEF then
23: if none of Pr is in SEF then
24: for all Pr(k) in Pr do
25: Generate a uniform distributed random number rand in [0, 1];
26: Select the smallest k′ such that rand <Trust(k′)/sum(Trust(k))
27: end for
28: Add Pr(k′) in SEF
29: end if
30: end if
31: if Pr(k′) is not terminal and Pr(k′) is not in active then
32: Add Pr(k′) into active
33: end if
34: end if
35: end while
36: Let TrustSEF be the trust value of SEF according to Global Trust Computation Algorithm
37: Trustglobal = max TrustSEF;
38: end for
39: return Optimal SEF and Trustglobal.

Monte Carlo method [2] is a computational algorithm which relies on repeated ran-
dom sampling to compute results. It tends to be adopted when it is infeasible to compute
an exact result with a deterministic algorithm. Monte Carlo method is useful for model-
ing phenomena with significant uncertainty in inputs, such as the calculation of risk in
business [2]. The specific areas of application of the Monte Carlo method include com-
putational physics, physical chemistry, global illumination computations, finance and
business, and computational mathematics (e.g. numerical integration and numerical op-
timization) [2,17]. It is also one of the techniques for solving NP-complete problems
[2,17]. Generally, Monte Carlo method consists of four steps: (1) defining a domain
of inputs, (2) generating inputs randomly, (3) performing a computation on each input,
and (4) aggregating the results into the final one.

The main strategy in MCBA is as follows. In an SIG, the direct successors of a service
need to be selected according to their trust values. Usually, the direct successor with a
larger trust value is preferred, which indicates higher probability to be invoked, and
vice versa. Then, according to this, a uniform distributed random number is generated
to decide which succeeding service is selected.

When determining the optimal SEF from an SIG, we only need MCBA for Pr struc-
tures. Let’s take Pr in Fig. 1(c) as an example to explain the details of our MCBA. If
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successor A has a trust value TA from Theorem 1 and successor B has a trust value TB

from Theorem 1, the probability for vertex S to choose successor A is

PA =
TA

TA + TB
. (12)

Similarly, the probability to choose successor B is

PB =
TB

TA + TB
. (13)

Obviously, 0 < PA, PB < 1. Then a uniform distributed random number r0 in (0, 1)
is generated to decide which successor is chosen. In detail, if r0 < PA, successor A is
chosen; If PA < r0 < PA + PB = 1, successor B is chosen.

Therefore, given an SIG, an SEF could be obtained by repeating MCBA from the ser-
vice invocation root START until the service invocation terminal END is reached. Once
an SEF is generated, its global trust value can be calculated by global trust computation
algorithm in Section 4.2. By repeating this process for l simulation times, a set of SEFs
can be generated, from which the locally optimal SEF with the maximal global trust
value can be obtained. A high value of l is necessary to obtain the optimal solution.
MCBA for composite service selection and discovery is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

In Theorem 1, the trust estimation algorithm has a complexity of O(n) with n ratings.
Hence, in global trust computation algorithm in Section 4.2, the complexity of trust
evaluation for a composite service with N services is O(nN). Therefore, MCBA with l
simulations incurs a complexity of O(nlN).

6 Experiments

In this section, we will illustrate the results of conducted experiments for studying our
proposed MCBA.

6.1 Comparison on Travel Plan Composite Services

In this experiment, we compare our proposed MCBA with the exhaustive search method
by applying them to the travel plan composite services (with 16 vertices and 30 SEFs).
The corresponding ratings and Smith’s prior subjective belief of each service compo-
nent are listed in Table 2. The weights of service components in all Pa structures of the
composite services are listed in Table 3.

The exhaustive search method is inefficient as it aims to enumerate all solutions.
In the work by Menascé [16], the exhaustive search method is adopted to calculate
execution time and cost of all SEFs in a composite service.

According to global trust computation algorithm in Section 4.2, the global trust value
Ti of SEF i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 30) can be calculated. Let trust-based SEF optimality be

OT (Ti) =
Ti

max(Ti)
. (14)
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Table 2. Ratings and subjective belief of each service component in the travel plan

Reg Acc Air Online Fax Ha Hb Hc Aa Ab Ac Ccard Taxi Bus
x1 0.88 0.83 0.78 0.92 0.51 0.17 0.35 0.89 0.30 0.95 0.25 0.95 0.94 0.32
x2 0.84 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.38 0.18 0.32 0.86 0.36 0.98 0.30 0.95 0.86 0.37
x3 0.97 0.85 0.77 0.94 0.25 0.22 0.46 0.82 0.34 0.91 0.24 0.96 0.86 0.34
x4 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.96 0.40 0.12 0.34 0.87 0.29 0.91 0.31 0.96 0.89 0.18
x5 0.91 0.74 0.79 0.95 0.41 0.16 0.28 0.88 0.41 0.97 0.29 0.96 0.90 0.35
δ 0.92 0.85 0.91 0.95 0.32 0.20 0.50 0.91 0.32 0.92 0.51 0.98 0.89 0.33

Table 3. Weights of service components in Pa

Reg Acc Air Ccard Taxi Ccard Bus
0.1 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.4

The corresponding histograph of OT (Ti) values of 30 SEFs is plotted in Fig. 5. From it,
we can observe that 80% of OT (Ti) values are less than 0.8, implying that if we choose
an SEF randomly, it is very likely to obtain an SEF with a low trust value .

In MCBA, there are multiple simulations, in each of which an SEF is generated and
its global trust value is calculated. After l simulations, a locally optimal SEF can be
obtained from l generated SEFs. In order to study the distribution of global trust of
locally optimal SEFs, we take l simulations as a repetition and repeat for m times.

Our experiments are using Matlab 7.6.0.324 (R2008a) running on a Dell Vostro
V1310 laptop with an Intel Core 2 Duo T5870 2.00GHz CPU and a 3GB RAM. l,
the number of simulation times, is set from 1 to 100. m, the number of repetition times,
is set from 1 to 100. The experiment results are plotted in Fig. 7. We could observe that
with a fixed number of repetitions, the more simulations, the closer to 1 OT becomes.
Namely more simulations lead to a higher probability to obtain the optimal SEF.

Furthermore, we compare the execution time of MCBA with that of the exhaus-
tive search method. Each CPU time in this paper is the average of ten independent
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executions. In Fig. 6, we can observe that when the number of simulation times l ≤ 82,
our MCBA is faster than the exhaustive search method. From Figs 6 and 7, we can see
that the probability to obtain the optimal SEF is 97% when there are 20 simulations.
Meanwhile, the execution time of our MCBA is 27% of the one of the exhaustive search
method. According to Table 2, theoretically the probability to obtain the optimal SEF
for each simulation in MCBA is 17.8%, due to SIG and the strategy in MCBA in Section
5.2. Hence after 20 simulations theoretically MCBA has the probability of 98.04% to
obtain the optimal SEF. Hence the experiment result about the probability to obtain the
optimal SEF confirms to the theoretical conclusion.

With this simple travel plan example, MCBA outperforms the exhaustive search
method. More significant performance differences can be observed with some complex
composite services to be introduced in the next section.

6.2 Comparison on Complex Composite Services

In this experiment, we further compare our proposed Monte Carlo method based al-
gorithm (MCBA) and the exhaustive search method on three more complex composite
services. The number of vertices of these composite services is 35, 52 and 100 respec-
tively. The numbers of Ses, Pas, Prs, Sys, Ass and SEFs in corresponding composite
services are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Structure of complex composite services

Number of vertices Ses Pas Prs Sys Ass SEFs
35 17 8 11 4 11 1.8 × 103

52 24 13 16 7 16 5.4 × 104

100 51 24 32 12 32 2.92 × 109
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Table 5. CPU time in seconds of different examples

Number of vertices 16 35 52 100
Probability to obtain the optimal SEF for each simulation 17.84% 14.31% 5.71% 0.33%

Number of simulation times in MCBA 20 20 52 925
Probability to obtain the optimal SEF for MCBA 98.04% 95.45% 95.29% 95.12%

CPU time (seconds) of MCBA 0.0695 0.3219 0.8625 34.51
CPU time (seconds) of exhaustive search method 0.2578 17.09 – –

In this experiment, we use the same platform as the experiment in Section 6.1. In
the case of composite service with 35 vertices, the MCBA takes 0.3219 second to finish
20 simulations with the probability of 95.45% to obtain the optimal SEF, while the ex-
haustive search method uses 17.09 seconds. When the number of vertices becomes 52,
our MCBA takes 0.8625 second to finish 52 simulations, with which the probability to
obtain the optimal SEF is 95.29%. However, when taking the same time, the exhaustive
search method can only search 0.42% of 5.4×104 SEFs. When taking 1000 times of the
MCBA CPU time, it can only search approximately 1% of all SEFs. We further apply
our MCBA to a composite service with 100 vertices. It takes 34.51 seconds to finish 925
simulations with a probability of 95.12% to obtain the optimal SEF. In contrast, when
taking the same time, the exhaustive search method can only search (9.56× 10−6)% of
2.92 × 109 SEFs. When taking 100 times of the MCBA CPU time, it can only search
(1.01 × 10−5)% of all SEFs. The above results are listed in Table 5.

In the case of composite service with 100 vertices, the results of MCBA are plotted in
Fig. 8. When there are l = 925 simulation times, MCBA can reach the optimal solution
with the probability 95.2% . Also it has a great chance to obtain the near-optimal one,
even when l is as small as 200. For example, in Fig. 8, when l is 200, the probability for
the trust-based SEF optimality to be OT ≥ 0.82 is about 95.7%.

In summary, our proposed MCBA can obtain a near-optimal SEF after some sim-
ulations. As the CPU time for a single simulation in MCBA is extremely short, our
experiments have illustrated that the overall performance of MCBA is good even with
complex composite services. In addition, MCBA is suitable for parallel computing since
each simulation in MCBA is independent. This can greatly speed up computations and
shorten the overall CPU time. Thus, our proposed MCBA is realistic and efficient.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we first propose our service invocation graph and service invocation ma-
trix for composite service representation. In addition, a novel trust evaluation approach
based on Bayesian inference has been proposed that can aggregate the ratings from
other clients and the requesting client’s prior subjective belief about the trust. Based on
them, a Monte Carlo method based trust-oriented service selection and discovery algo-
rithm has been proposed. Experiments have illustrated that our proposed approach can
discover the near-optimal composite services efficiently.
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In our future work, strategies for optimizing the Monte Carlo method based algo-
rithm will be studied to further improve the efficiency. We will also study some heuristic
approaches for trust-oriented optimal service selection and discovery.
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